Measuring And Testing Instruments

- Measuring Testing Instruments
- Humidity Meters Supplier
- Moisture Meter Supplier
- Coating Thickness Gauge Supplier
- Vernier Caliper Supplier
- Hygrometer Supplier
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Measuring Testing Instruments

We are the top supplier of wide range of dimension measuring and testing instruments. The measuring testing instruments we provide are procured from the best manufacturer of instruments.

They are highly known in the market for their supreme performance, durability and accuracy in their measurement. These instruments are offered at the best price range compared to any other dealer in the market.
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The humidity meter we provide are made using the most latest technology. They are known for their precise measuring of humidity in the industry. We are the most trusted humidity meters supplier that come in various shape, size and measuring capacity. The meters are offered in number of specification that suits the need of the industry.
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Moisture Meter Supplier

The moisture meter we supply are used to measure the moisture content in the various substances like oil seeds, grains, etc. These meters are made with advanced technology to find the amount of water content in the materials. We are the leading moisture meter supplier in all over India. They are supplied at the most timely manner to the customer.
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This type of gauge is used to measure thickness of the films. They are purchased from the reliable manufacturer that makes them with best features and accuracy. The coating thickness gauge we supply is preferred in many industries and laboratories of India. They are trustworthy in terms of accuracy and durable.
The vernier caliper is mostly used to measure the length of the substances that have cylindrical surface. This vernier caliper is presented in wide range like digital caliper, gear tooth vernier, inside and outside dial caliper. We have gained the position as the most trustedvernier caliper supplier in India at most economic price range.
The hygrometer is used to conduct the measuring the details of substance at high accuracy. These hydrometers come in various specifications depending on the need of the customer. We are the top most hygrometer supplier in India that are offered in the most reasonable price and delivered to the customer in timely manner.
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Contact Us

Address: GF–B–14, Jayraj Complex, Nr.Soni Ni Chawl, Odhav, Ahmedabad – 382415, Gujarat, India.

Email: info@bearingtoolscentre.com
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